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5 swampy (adj) soft and watery like a swamp 沼澤似的

6 deprive (v) to take something away from 剝奪
6 gladiator (n) a soldier who fought against other men in ancient Rome 鬥劍者/格鬥者

8 wear out (phr v) to lose material by rubbing or movement 磨蝕
8 melanin (n) a dark brown pigment found in our eyes, skin and hair 黑色素
8 genetic mutation (n) any event that changes genetic structure of an organism 基因突變
8 reinforce (v) to make something stronger 加固

11 ground-breaking (adj)
something that is new and changes the way we see or 
think about something that we already know 開拓性的

11 lasting (adj) existing for a long time 持久的
12 evolve (v) to develop gradually 演化
12 agile (adj) able to move your body quickly and easily 敏捷的
12 weave (v) to make cloth by crossing threads through each other 織布
12 loom (n) a weaving machine 織布機
13 compulsory (adj) without a choice 強制性的
13 latter (n) the second of two things that have been mentioned 後者
13 equivalent (n) a thing equal to another in value 等值的事物
13 poverty (n) the condition of being very poor 貧窮
14 petition (v) to request something formally in writing 請願書

14 aristocrat (n) a member of the upper class in a society 貴族
14 hygiene (n) the practice of keeping clean in order to prevent illness 衛生
15 ballot (n) a voting ticket 選票
15 anonymous (adj) done by someone whose name is not known 匿名的
15 prime minister (n) the head of state in some countries 首相
15 printing press (n) a machine that is used for printing 印刷機
15 press (n) newspapers, radio, and television news broadcasting 新聞行業
16 mighty (adj) strong and powerful 強大的

16 budding (adj) beginning to develop 嶄露頭角的

17 abolish (v) to end something officially 廢除
17 exploit (v) to take advantage of someone unfairly 剝削
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17 slender (adj) long and thin 修長的
17 hull (n) the main part of a ship that goes in the water 船體
17 perishable (adj) tendency to decay 易腐爛的

18 underway (adj) happening now正在進行的
19 aka (phr) an abbrevation for: also known as 也稱為

19 navigator (n) someone responsible for tracking the route and location of a ship 
領航員/駕駛員

21 wedge (n)
a piece of material with a pointed edge at one end and a wide edge 
at the other 楔子

21 refuge (n) protection or shelter 避難所
21 chamber (n) an enclosed space 房間
21 gravel (n) rock fragments and pebbles 碎石
21 slab (n) a thick, flat piece of something 厚板或厚塊的（木/金屬/食物）

24 en route (adv) on a route to somewhere 在途中
25 exclusive (n) a news story that is reported first by one source 獨家新聞
26 tinker (v) to fix or adjust 修補

26 good grief (phr) an exclamation of surprise or fear 天啊
26 ace (adj) really good 王牌/高手

26 patent (n) a document granting an inventor sole rights to an invention 專利權
26 void (n) an empty space 空位
28 inspiration (n) a process in which something new is created 靈感
28 perspiration (n) the process of sweating 流汗
29 vastly (adv) greatly 非常的

33 iguana (n) a large greenish-grey lizard of tropical America 鬣蜥
33 one of a kind (phr) not like any other 只此一家
33 intrigue (v) to make someone curious 激起好奇心
33 hideous (adj) very ugly 極醜的
35 dillydally (v) to put off doing what one should be doing 磨磨蹭蹭
37 prime (adj) of superior grade 最好的
38 dorsal (adj) on the back of an animal 動物背上的
39 cactus (n) a desert plant with thick stems for storing water 仙人掌
39 crater (n) the big round hole on the top of a volcano 火山口

42 baptise (v) to give a name to 領洗後授予的姓名
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